
WHEN WHAT WHERE

Friday  
Dec 1

7:30–8:45pm 1 Three Tango Secrets: Axis, Embrace, and Posture in the walk Triune Temple

9pm–1am M Milonga Agápē:  DJ Pablo (AKA, The Estimable Paul Lohman) Triune Temple

Saturday  
Dec 2

Noon–1:15pm 2 Pivots & Spirals: Tango’s rotational essence from ochos to planeos Triune Temple

1:30–2:45pm 3 Center & Circle: Who’s turning around whom Triune Temple

3–4:15pm 4 Turns with Sacadas: Powerful turns with clean sacadas Triune Temple

9pm-1am M* Milonga El Alma:  DJ David Rost (independent and excellent milonga; $10 door) Four Seasons

Sunday
Dec 3

1–2:15pm 5 Circular Boleos I: Technique and dynamics Triune Temple

2:30–3:45pm 6 Free leg dynamics: Intro to linear boleos Triune Temple

4–5:30pm P Diana Devi’s Open Practica Triune Temple

6–10pm M* Live music: Rogue Tango (independent event in beautiful bar/restaurant) Loring Pasta Bar

Monday
Dec 4

7–8:15pm 7 Shared Axis Turns: The evolution of sacadas and spirals into beautiful turns Eagles, 25th St

8:15–10pm P Desperados Open Practica: The nicest peeps and great music Eagles, 25th St

* Not included in full pass package

Luciana Valle Midwest Intensivo Weekend
ST PAUL, MINNESOTA — DEC 1–4, 2017

Internationally renowned and admired, Luciana Valle has been inspiring and ele-
vating dancers for over two decades with her virtuosic knowledge and laser sharp 
insights into the structure, spirit, and performance of tango. Twice each year, 
dancers from around the world attend her B.A intensivos. Local teachers vie for 
the honor of being her assistants, and only the highest caliber succeed. 
Luciana is an exceptional dancer, but more importantly, she is an extraordinary 
teacher. As a dancer, Luciana understands tango from the soles of her feet to the 
soul of her being. And as a teacher, Luciana communicates tango with clarity, 
passion, humor, and the unmistakable authority of expansive knowledge. With 
Luciana, there is no question that you are with a master. This fall, for the first 
time ever, you can sample her intensivo experience without the intensivo air-fares.
It is our distinct pleasure to welcome you to join us for our first Luciana Valle, 
Midwest Intensivo Weekend.

Send form and payment to Michael Kane, 1439 Summit Ave, Saint Paul, MN 55105  
Private Instruction is available: Dec 1, 4, and 5. Email Michael, nomorar@aol.com to reserve your time(s).

REGISTRATION AND PRICING
Full pass includes 7 classes over 4 days, 
Milonga Agápe, and 2 practicas.

Name ____________________________________
Email/phone ______________________________

 lead       follow

 Early Sleeping
 Bird Bird

Full pass $190 $215  _________
Five classes $150 $160  _________
Two classes $65 $65  _________
One class $35 $35  _________
Fri milonga $15 $15  _________
Practica(s) $5 ea $5 ea  _________
Total    _________

For partial pass or single 
class, please indicate which 
class(es) you wish to attend 
using class numbers 1–7 from 
schedule above:

_______________________

“Luciana has a gift for teaching—especially her clarity of 
understanding/transmission, her energy, and humor in class.  
Not to be missed.”  —Alex Krebs   

“Luciana brings along a storm of tango knowledge and experience. 
She is generous, accesible, and fun. Arrive well rested, open wide 
your ears and eyes, and she will show you how to take your dance 
technique to a whole new level.” —Tomás Howlin


